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the film was the first project that martin henderson was on. producer beau flynn saw him in a production of the scottsboro boys in 2002 and then saw him work in another film. he offered him the part of ben yahzee in windtalkers. the film was also his first project with the company lions gate entertainment. he had previously worked with them on the film passenger 57.
windtalkers is the third installment of the "conjuring" film series, based on the book of the same name by fred torain. it is the first live-action film to be based on the novel series, which first appeared in 1986. it is the second conjuring film overall. it was produced by the weinstein company and distributed by warner bros. pictures, and released in the united states on

december 16, 2002. the opening scene in windtalkers is directly based on the opening scene of the original novel, when enders is in a movie theater watching the film "the man who knew too much" as a recruitment film for his group of code talkers. "the man who knew too much" was one of the films enders and his men watched during their training sessions. the recruitment
scenes are shown in the same sequence in the film. after that, enders has a conversation with the bartender in the movie theater, and the bartender gives enders directions on how to get to a certain navajo reservation. the movie theater scene is repeated in the film. and a scene in which enders stumbles upon a book on the navajo reservation, and is told that the book was

written by the same character the movie was about, is also repeated in the film.
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